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Follow these steps to crack the NEET physics/JEE Advanced Physics /
CBSE Physics Exam:
1) Alert Mind and Application
A candidate needs to be well focused and attentive while appearing for
Physics exam as no matter how well one may know the Physics formula
and the topics; it is essential to understand it and have a more profound
clarity of it. Aspirants should practice the Physics methods repeatedly
to clear all doubts.
2) Map out your time
Physics subject that you cover in NEET PHYSICS EXAM/JEE PHYSICS
Advanced/CBSE PHYSICS EXAM needs to be practised thoroughly, and
one should always time themselves to notice how much time they take
while solving each Physics questions and how well can they manage out
their speed. One should easily distinguish bet ween the easy Physics
questions and the ones that make time and solve respectively so that
they do not end up losing time or leave out items that matter.
3) Achievable Targets
An IIT JEE aspirant should not make unreliable promises and goals for
themselves as there will be a complete disappointment if this is not
attained. This will also lead to demotivation. One should keep daily
schedules and objectives that are not way too emphasising and hard to
fulfil.
4) Previous Year Physics Test Papers and any difficulty ask your physics
tutor
It is necessary to get to know how to solve a Physics questionnaire and
what all topics are covered in it to clear your doubts. A clear picture
comes in front of an person when you get to know exactly how to work
and has an estimated idea of what the questionnaire could be about. To
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help you gain more confidence, make sure previous year papers are
practised well.
5) Beat the exam colours with a confident mindset
Last but not the least, use a positive mindset. Always remember that a
positive attitude keeps negativity at nook and helps cope with Physics
exam stress. It is imperative to get rid of all your concerns before the
final day and attempt the exam with a fresh mind. For that, it is
essential to eat right, sleep well and have faith in your abilities.
Just focus on your Physics target, avoid all hindrances, and you will
surely succeed. JEE is all about smart work and determination. If you are
persistent throughout your preparation, you will surely achieve. Good
luck!
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